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Statement of Need

General Information
The church is open for worship and prayer during daylight hours. In a recent survey one 
respondent commented “As a first-time visitor from Wales, I was greatly moved by the 
depth and stillness of St Mary’s interior: a truly “thin” place.  As many people as possible 
must be encouraged (tempted?) to enter and discover this “spiritual depth”.

The Eucharist is celebrated twice on a Sunday and on one weekday with additional 
services at major festivals and special events. The 10o/c Eucharist on the 1st Sunday of 
the month is designated and conducted as an ‘All Age’ service.  Choral evensong takes 
place every Sunday save for a summer break when an informal, reflective service is held 
instead. Morning and evening prayers are said daily and a service for preschool children 
and their carers is held weekly. Junior church accompanies the main Eucharist on a 
Sunday. Choral concerts are held occasionally.

Last year (2019) St Mary’s supported the community with 8 marriages and blessings, 27 
baptisms and 23 funerals in the church with 12 interments of ashes. 

An observer at a regular Sunday service would instantly recognise that the age profile of 
the congregation differs substantially from that of Charlton Kings as a whole. 
Approximately 80% of the Usual Sunday Attendees (around 130) are 55 and older. The 
equivalent census figure for the postcodes covering the parish is 32%. Given the age 
profile of the community the number of toddlers and children attending scheduled 
services is small at no more than 15-20 on the 1st week of the month and often less the 
following weeks. 

The overall situation is markedly different at Christmas, and to a lesser extent Easter, 
when the church is full (500+) with families and the church plays host to large numbers 
(~100’s) of school children. Overall attendance seems to be inline with national trends.

Recent measurements indicate that the public right of way between the lych gate and the 
west door is used in both directions between 150 -200 times a day between 9am- 5pm.

Our objective
As a church, we seek to provide a welcome to all – regular worshippers, occasional 
worshipers attending the festivals, baptisms, weddings or funerals and the casual 
passers-by.  We’ve done a great deal to improve this welcome both internally and 
externally but there is more to be done.  This submission focuses on the lobby to the 
west door – the main entrance to the church. This Georgian lobby with its obscured glass 
and heavy doors is a barrier to stepping into church to discover what lies within, 
particularly for those unused to the environment of a religious building. 

Throughout this project we have to keep reminding ourselves of the “bigger picture” – put 
succinctly by a regular worshipper:

“In our response to this important scheme it is very natural for us to think in terms of 
physical space rather than why we’re doing it.  In making St Mary’s more open and 
welcoming physically for the community, we are also responding to Jesus command 
to us that we should be spreading knowledge of his Gospel, as well as bringing ‘little 
children to come to him’ and know Him. It is a vision of enormous importance as we 
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look at the uncertainties of our nation and the horrors of the world at this time.  I 
believe it’s an issue of ‘Heart’ as well as ‘Head’.”

This is very important because most of us have grown so familiar with our current 
arrangement that we have difficulty putting ourselves in the position of those completely 
unfamiliar with St Mary’s – save for its iconic shape and location.

The Need
We need to create an entry point that:

• offers easier and obvious access for all, especially the disabled and those 
with children 

• provides from outside a clearer view of the interior, especially the Nave and 
High Altar

• is integrated and in harmony with and draws attention to the rose window
• respects the much-loved heritage of the building whilst meeting the needs of 

today’s (and tomorrow’s) community
• reinforces the recent investment in a new heating system by reducing 

draughts

We need to illuminate the rose window so that it acts as an external beacon of light

Requirement for Change 
Despite the external “welcome” signs and directions, it is evident from observation that 
as people approach the west door there is confusion about how and when to enter. At 
best anyone on the inside looking up will see a face peering around a door and on 
greeting will be asked “is it alright to come in?” This question says it all. It indicates 
uncertainty and possibly a fear of entering a building where you cannot tell what is 
beyond the door and the reception you will receive. At worst, and there are numerous 
examples, the shadow outside will move on without even trying the door.

One respondent to our survey who had the courage to enter - apparently for the first time 
- stated “ I did hesitate before coming in today as the door looked locked and it was tricky 
to get the pram inside.  Very pleased to find it open and very impressed with range of 
activities.  Well presented information on wall and children’s activities on little table.  A 
lovely sanctuary for a tired new mum, thank you.”

There is general agreement of regular worshippers who rely on wheelchairs that the 
intention to improve independent wheelchair access is welcome despite most attending 
services where there are church helpers available to hold open the doors. This reinforces 
the need for remotely and easily operated doors at other times when church helpers may 
not be present; for example at weddings and funerals and when the church is open but 
unmanned.  

Those with pushchairs or buggies usually have to enter backwards to get in. We can do 
much better than this!

Lobby project consultation 2016 and Subsequent Change of Design
A three week public consultation period was held in September 2016 comprising two 
displays, one inside the church and a smaller version outside in the noticeboards at the 
west end. The project was introduced by:
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Three options were presented with their pros 
and cons. The options were developed in 
consultation with the architect and following 
advice from Adam Klups and members of the 
DAC who visited St Mary’s in  June 2015. 

Respondents were invited to show their 
preference and encouraged to comment to 
inform the PCC’ decision.  Results were not 
binding. It was made clear that the montages 
were illustrative – showing the main features of 
the design but not the details nor colour 
schemes.

Seventy one people responded; 30%  were in favour of reglazing the existing porch (A),  
30% supported a fully glazed modern (ie remove the existing wooden structure and 
replace will all-glass panels ) lobby (B) with a similar footprint to the existing structure 
and 40% were in favour of what became known as the modern “winged” lobby (C) This 
would have produced a larger lobby area.   Comments ranged from the position of 
keeping everything as it is  - “why spoil a beautiful church” to one of modernisation being 
long overdue – “potentially a real improvement on the existing setup”.

The PCC decided to move forward with detailed work to cost Option B.  Once these 
costs were better understood it became clear that this way forward was unaffordable, a 
position reinforced by the escalation of costs of the heating project. 

The PCC decided to revert to option A in the knowledge that support for this was no less 
than that for Option B.

The Current Arrangements
The lobby structure is constructed of oak and consists of timber posts to four corners 
supporting a cornice above on three sides and has infill panels above the doors also to 
three sides, with the panel to the east having two quatrefoil recesses and a central 
dedication panel. 

The double doors to the east and the single door north and south are of matching 
design, with flat recessed panels to the lower third, a quatrefoil leaded light to the top 
and a trefoil-head leaded light between. All ironmongery is brass. The lobby doors are 
approximately two thirds glazing in terms of height, however, the timber framing as well 
as the glazing bars to form the shaped heads reduces the overall proportion of glazing. 
In addition to this, the glazing is leaded lights and uses opaque glazing. The result of 
these factors is there is no direct views into the church and within the lobby itself it is 
dark. 

The central doors are generally kept locked and access is via the single door to the 
north. This door requires significant force to open and is not easy for all visitors. For 
wheelchair users or those with prams this can present a significant barrier to 
independent access to the building, when combined with the limited manoeuvring space 
with the lobby.
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The images below illustrates the current setup.

Outline Schedule of Works
It is proposed to undertake the following work on the Lobby;
• Strip out redundant mechanical and electrical installation, draft strips, matting and 

signage
• Provide new laminated (low iron for good visibility) glass panes to all doors, including 

the lower panels
• Fix new glazing bars to all doors, including the current curved tracery over new 

laminated glass
• Provide new recessed draught strips to jambs, heads, bottom rails and meeting stiles 

of all doors
• Provide timber repairs to leading edges of doors adjacent to recessed bolts
• Fully sand and reseal internal elevations of lobby structure and doors (those facing 

into the lobby) including ceiling
• Locally make good finish to external elevations of lobby structure and doors (those 

facing into the church)
• Re-hang doors, easing and overhauling ironmongery to open and close freely 

including floor sprung hinges to both side doors
• Provide power assisted opening to north door, to include push pads and movement 

sensor. All to have brass finish
• Provide new LED recessed lighting within the lobby
• Provide LED uplighter for rose window on roof of lobby (if feasible).  It may be 

necessary to locate the rose window illuminator (on a time switch) further into the 
nave.

• Realign the AV equipment on the floating shelf above the lobby
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• Investigate options for re-sighting the brass plaque current fixed below the rose 
window

• Provide new lighting above side doors within the church as well as to dedication 
above double doors

• Provide new signage to entrance
• Provide new barrier matting
• Re-gild lettering to memorial dedication
• Add new memorial dedication

The images below provide an indication of the appearance of the re-glazed lobby (but 
not of the refurbishments to the signage, brasswork and woodwork).
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B-1

A-1 C-1
B-2

A-2 C-2

To all doors. Carefully remove
and set aside glazing bars,
remove and tip leaded lights,
provide clear laminated glass
and re-fix beads in original
locations

New lighting above side
doors, to detail

OUTLINE SCHEDULE OF WORKS

x Strip out redundant M&E installation, draft strips, matting
and signage as indicated on Existing drawing 100

x Remove 4no. doors and set aside

x Remove all glazing bars, including beads to solid bottom
panels of doors, and set aside

x Remove and tip leaded lights to all doors as well as the
solid bottom panels of doors

x Provide new laminated glass panes to all doors

x Re-fix glazing bars and glazing beads to all doors over new
laminated glass

x Provide new recessed draught strips to jambs, heads,
bottom rails and meeting stiles of all doors

x Provide timber repairs to leading edges of doors adjacent
to recessed bolts

x Fully sand and reseal internal elevations of lobby structure
and doors (those facing into the lobby) including ceiling

x Locally make good finish to external elevations of lobby
structure and doors (those facing into the church)

x Re-hang doors, easing and overhauling ironmongery to
open and close freely including floor sprung hinges to both
side doors

x Provide power assisted opening to north door, to include
push pads and movement sensor. All to have brass finish

x Provide new LED recessed lighting within the lobby

x Provide LED uplighter for rose window on roof of lobby

x Provide new lighting above side doors within the church as
well as to dedication above double doors

x Provide new signage to entrance

x Provide new barrier matting

x Re-gild lettering to memorial dedication

Provide and fix 6no. recessed
LED downlighters to lobby ceiling

To all joinery within the
church, locally sand back and
reseal where finish damaged

To all joinery within the lobby,
fully sand back to bare wood
and reseal as specified

New automated access
button located on jamb
to north door

New automated access
button located on jamb
to north door

New sensor fixed to
door head, linked to
automated access

New uplighter above lobby
structure, to light rose window

New brass welcome and
directional signage to
double doors, with
painted contrast lettering

Provide and fix new
choir matting to matwell

New down-lighter
above memorial

Re-gild lettering to
lobby memorial

Glazed bottom panel
added to all doors

A 28/01/20 RL

Remove lever handles
and latch to north door
and provide roller catch

New overhead door
opener to push side of
door, face fixed to frame
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Statement of Significance

General Setting
St Mary’s church lies in the centre of Charlton Kings, which still retains its separate 
identity, even though it has long been a suburb of Cheltenham.  The church serves a 
population of around 10,000.

Description1

St Mary's is listed at Grade II* and is of high architectural and historic significance. While 
no standing fabric from the late C12 church survives, there is evidence of a former late 
C13 priest's chamber and substantial survival of late C14/early C15 fabric, including the 
tower and part of the south aisle. Both church and churchyard have significant 
archaeological value.

The church contains a number of important fixtures and fittings, including a C12 font and 
C14 piscina. Important C19 additions include the striking (as seen from inside) rose 
window at the west end. A Georgian draught lobby, the subject of this faculty application, 
is situated below the rose window. The high altar, offers a fine sight from the west end 
when lit with afternoon sunlight. Wall memorials are located on either side of the lobby 
and a large brass plaque is fixed below the rose window.

Provenance of current lobby2

The lobby and inner doors were installed in 1934 (DAC P76 CW 3/8/9) in memory of 
Georgiana Helen Heber-Cook who died December 11 1932 donated by her step-
daughter, Miss Elsie Frances Heber-Cook.  The screen was designed by Rainger & 
Rogers, architects and made by Boulton & Sons.  There are 5 shields in the cornices of 
the screen representing Our Lady, the sacraments of Baptism and Holy Communion, and 
at either end the passion flower and rose.  

Georgiana Heber-Cook was buried in Minchinhampton with the funeral service 
conducted by the vicar of St Mary’s.  Miss Heber-Cook died in Hastings in 1956.  Both 
ladies died intestate with appeals for possible heirs going out from solicitors in 
Gloucester and Chester.  A search for possible heirs has therefore been deemed to be 
nugatory work as the family’s link to Charlton Kings and the church was obviously not 
long-lasting. 

The Churchyard1

The church is surrounded by a large churchyard with two C15 churchyard crosses (one 
of which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument) and an impressive collection of monuments, 
including 21 that are listed at Grade II. The listed churchyard boundary wall and gate 
whilst being important elements of the streetscape combine with the busy encircling 
roads to form an island, isolating the church from the community it seeks to serve. An 
Order in Council has been sought to close the churchyard for burials.

Public rights of way cross the churchyard leading to the south and west doors. The latter 
is the primary, year-round, entrance to the church. The churchyard is open for the 
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interment of ashes, and lies wholly within the Charlton Kings Conservation Area, 
redesignated in 2001. 
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